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Sodium poly( naphthalene formaldehyde) sulfonate msds

Skip to Content Home / Concrete ADMIXTURES Product Name: Polyaltalin Sulfonate Formaldehyde (SNF) Type: UNF-5/FDN Packing: 25 kg/bag, 700 kg/bulk bag. Polyfatalin sulfonate formaldehyde (NSF) is a naftalene-based superplasticizer of a chloride-free amixitor that is supplied as brown powder to dissolve instantly in water. Use of food typical
properties Continue... Sample Request Description Of Sending and Storing Comments Sodium Poly (Naftalanfermalide)Sulfonate is used as a dispersing agent, tanning agent and latex stabilizer. Ungraded products supplied by Spectrum represent a suitable grade for general industrial use or research purposes and are not normally suitable for human
consumption or therapeutic use. High-profile back-to-high-profile test minutes maximum appearance beige shipping powder &amp; storage back-to-top shipping InformationTariff No. 340120000 shipping costs shipping the chemical spectrum Mfg. Corp. offers shipping flat costs when shipping items shipped directly from spectrum warehouses by UPS land
regularly in the United States at the same time. There are some additional allegations that have a specific case. Includes any expedited or LTL cargo or dIrect carrying items from spectrum vendors or manufacturers that are charged at the carrier rate published. Order Sub Total Shipping Charge $0 - &lt; $299.99 $19.25 $300 - &lt; $499.99 $32.50 $500 - &lt;
$999.99 $44.75 &gt; $1000 $57.75 Additional charging items shipping risk charge - land $33.00 per risk charge box - air $46.50 per poison box charging package (small) $15.00 per Poison Box Charging Pack (Large)$25.00 Per Box Ice Charge Pack (Small)$10.00 Per Box Ice Pack Charge (Large)$15.00 Per Box Charging Pallet (Wood Pallet)$25.00 Per Box
Charging Pallet (Plastic Pallet)$40... 00 per fuel box overcharged (&lt; $400 subtotal) $5.85 fuel overcharging (&gt; $400 subtotal) $10.55 S1161 rated 5 stars based on 7 reviews. To create or add favorites, please log in. Adding to the favorites list with this name already exists. Please use a different name, or select one of the lists. Please select the list that
lowers the drop down or enter a new list name in the checkbox. Please enter or select a purchase list name value cannot include only spaces only letters, figures, spaces, - and _ allowed request quantity discount 105 null S1161 without requesting a discount quantity of your request for quotes has been sent to the Chemical Production Group Spectrum for
evaluation and pricing. You will receive a response within 2 business days. Please provide details for downloading documents Chemical equipment supply safety request special quote about our request quotation request your request for quote has been sent to spectrum chemical production group for evaluation and pricing. You will receive a response within
2 business days.
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